Dissertations on Africa 2013
at Dutch universities

Africa

Bauer, L. S. 2013, Dialogues for knowledge and development: The case of international development cooperation in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA).
Degree grantor: Tilburg University

Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/281467

Boersema, J. R. 2013, Afrikaner, nevertheless: Stigma, shame & the sociology of cultural trauma.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.395031

Claassens, M. 2013, Tuberculosis case finding in South Africa.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399494

Dijk, J. H. van 2013, Rural Realities in Pediatric HIV Service Delivery.
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1765/50079

Diphoorn, T. G. 2013, Twilight Policing. Private Security in Durban, South Africa.
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/282458

Fillekes, Q. 2013, Joining forces in the fight against HIV/AIDS in Africa: clinical pharmacology studies in pregnant women and children.
Degree grantor: Radboud University Nijmegen
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/2066/112914

Groen, R. S. 2013, Surgical need & capacity in low and middle income countries.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399492

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322

Holten, L. J. 2013, Mothers, medicine and morality in rural Mali: an ethnographic study of therapy management of pregnancy and children's illness episodes.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.392647
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1765/38922](http://hdl.handle.net/1765/38922)

Degree grantor: Tilburg University
Open access: [https://pure.uvt.nl/portal/files/1534526/Koot_dwelling_23-10-2013.pdf](https://pure.uvt.nl/portal/files/1534526/Koot_dwelling_23-10-2013.pdf)

Kramer, B. N. 2013, *Why don't they take a card?: essays on the demand for micro health insurance.*
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1871/48877](http://hdl.handle.net/1871/48877)

Degree grantor: Radboud University Nijmegen
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/2066/115719](http://hdl.handle.net/2066/115719)

Plas, A. L. D. van der 2013, *Understanding trait-based community assembly in tropical savannahs at different trophic levels.*
Degree grantor: University of Groningen
Open access: [http://irs.ub.rug.nl/ppn/369892542](http://irs.ub.rug.nl/ppn/369892542)

Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: [http://pub.maastrichtuniversity.nl/4c8316bd-48ce-4536-84e5-6bbf3830b762](http://pub.maastrichtuniversity.nl/4c8316bd-48ce-4536-84e5-6bbf3830b762)

Degree grantor: Tilburg University

Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/275255](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/275255)

Rusinamhodzi, L. 2013, *Nuances and nuisances: Crop production intensification options for smallholderfarming systems of southern Africa*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/260959](http://edepot.wur.nl/260959)

Salukele, F. M. 2013, *Innovative landfill bioreactor systems for municipal solid waste treatment in East Africa aimed at optimal energy recovery and minimal greenhouse gas emissions.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/264686](http://edepot.wur.nl/264686)

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788)

Strokappe, N. M. 2013, *HIV-1, how llamas help us fight the AIDS pandemic.*
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/261031](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/261031)


Verheijen, J. P. E. 2013, *Balancing men, morals and money: Women’s agency between HIV and security in a Malawi village*. Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam. Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.398593](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.398593)

**East Africa**

Saluкеle, F. M. 2013, *Innovative landfill bioreactor systems for municipal solid waste treatment in East Africa aimed at optimal energy recovery and minimal greenhouse gas emissions*. Degree grantor: Wageningen University. Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/264686](http://edepot.wur.nl/264686)

**North Africa**


Hladik, W. 2013, *Epidemiology of HIV and selected blood-borne infections in East-Africa*. Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam. Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.395137](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.395137)

**Sub Saharan Africa**

Dijk, J. H. van 2013, *Rural Realities in Pediatric HIV Service Delivery*. Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam. Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1765/50079](http://hdl.handle.net/1765/50079)

Hamers, R. L. 2013, *Drug-resistant HIV-1 in Sub-Saharan Africa: clinical and public health studies*. Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam. Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322)

Open access: [https://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/282738](https://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/282738)

**Angola**

Da Silva, P. C. C. V. F. 2013, *"The Other": A look into concurrent relationships from women's perspectives in Luanda Angola.* Degree grantor: Tilburg University
Open access: [https://pure.uvt.nl/portal/files/1540193/Da_Silva_The_other_11-11-2013.pdf](https://pure.uvt.nl/portal/files/1540193/Da_Silva_The_other_11-11-2013.pdf)

**Benin**

Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/254244](http://edepot.wur.nl/254244)

Togbé, C. E. 2013, *Cotton in Benin: governance and pest management.* Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/283405](http://edepot.wur.nl/283405)

Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/280442](http://edepot.wur.nl/280442)

Yemadje, H. R. M. 2013, *Political ecology in the oil palm-based cropping system on the Adja plateau in Benin: connecting soil fertility and land tenure.* Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/283399](http://edepot.wur.nl/283399)

**Botswana**

Hontelez, J. A. C. 2013, *The Impact of Antiretroviral Therapy on the HIV Epidemic in South Africa.* Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1765/38922](http://hdl.handle.net/1765/38922)

**Cameroon**

Scolamacchia, F. 2013, *On surveillance systems and surveys for bluetongue and zoonotic diseases of ruminants.*
Tankou, C. M. 2013, The interactions of human mobility and farming systems and impacts on biodiversity and soil quality in the Western Highlands of Cameroon.

Chad
Seli, D. 2013, (De)connexions identitaires post-conflit : les Hadjeray du Tchad face à la mobilité et aux technologies de la communication.

Congo

Egypt
Vreugdenhil, G. C. 2013, Onheil dat voorbijgaat. Psalm 91 en de (oudoosterse) bedreiging door demonen.

Ethiopia
Minwyelet Addamu, A. 2013, Communities of University Teachers as a basis for professional development.

Siyoum, A. 2013, Broken promises : food security interventions and rural livelihoods in Ethiopia.

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399519](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399519)

**Ghana**

Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/257457](http://edepot.wur.nl/257457)

Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1871/39671](http://hdl.handle.net/1871/39671)

Amankwah, K. 2013, *Enhancing food security in Northern Ghana through smallholder small ruminant production and marketing.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/282342](http://edepot.wur.nl/282342)

Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1765/40373](http://hdl.handle.net/1765/40373)

Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1871/48638](http://hdl.handle.net/1871/48638)

Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/278149](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/278149)

Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/255742](http://edepot.wur.nl/255742)

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.394751](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.394751)

Osei-Amponsah, C. 2013, *Improving the quality of crude palm oil: transdisciplinary research on artisanal processing in Kwaebibirem District, Ghana.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/283402](http://edepot.wur.nl/283402)

Quarmine, W. 2013, *Incentives for smallholders to enhance the production of quality cocoa beans in Ghana: the role of institutions.*
Quayesi-Amakye, J. 2013, Christology and Evil in Ghana: Towards a Pentecostal Public Theology.
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1871/48356

Kenya

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322

Kilelu, C. W. 2013, Unravelling the role of innovation intermediaries in smallholder agricultural development: case studies from Kenya.
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://edepot.wur.nl/281847

Kinuthia, B. K. 2013, Reversed fortunes in the south: a comparison of the role of FDI in industrial development in Kenya and Malaysia
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20601

Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://edepot.wur.nl/272898

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788

Malawi

Verheijen, J. P. E. 2013, Balancing men, morals and money: Women’s agency between HIV and security in a Malawi village.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.398593

Mali

Nijenhuis, K. 2013, Farmers on the move: mobility, access to land and conflict in central and south Mali.
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1887/22338
Mauritania

Lok, T. 2013, Spoonbills as a model system : a demographic cost-benefit analysis of differential migration.
Degree grantor: University of Groningen
Open access: http://irs.ub.rug.nl/ppn/369505832

Morocco

El Khairat, A. 2013, Contesting Boundaries : Satire in Contemporary Morocco.
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/286833

Ewick, E. van 2013, Between local governments and communities : knowledge exchange and mutual learning in Dutch-Moroccan and Dutch-Turkish municipal partnerships.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399661

Karrouche, N. F. F. 2013, Memories from the RIF : Moroccan-Berber Activists Between History and Myth.
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1765/50194

Ouguir, A. 2013, Female religious agents in Morocco : old practices and new perspectives.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.400239

Mozambique

Degree grantor: University of Twente
Open access: http://www.itc.nl/library/papers_2013/phd/cambule.pdf

Mastin, J. D. 2013, Exploring infant engagement, language socialization and vocabulary development : a study of rural and urban communities in Mozambique.
Degree grantor: Tilburg University
Open access: https://pure.uvt.nl/portal/files/1532545/Mastin_Exploring_11-10-2013.pdf

Degree grantor: Radboud University Nijmegen
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/2066/117824

Torvinen, L. 2013, Assessing governance assessments; the case of Mozambique : governance assessments in the context of aid effectiveness discourse.
Nigeria

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322

Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20858

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788

Rwanda

Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/281467

Kagabo, M. D. 2013, *Participatory integrated watershed management in the north-western highlands of Rwanda.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://edepot.wur.nl/254923

Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/289884

Ndayambaje, J. D. 2013, *Trees and woodlots in Rwanda and their role in fuelwood supply.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://edepot.wur.nl/272116

Scholte, W. F. 2013, *Mental health in war-affected populations.*
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385782

Verduin, F. 2013, *Measures and outcomes of a psychosocial group approach in Rwanda.*
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.397544

Sierra Leone

Groen, R. S. 2013, *Surgical need & capacity in low and middle income countries.*
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399492](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399492)

South Africa

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.395031](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.395031)

Claassens, M. 2013, *Tuberculosis case finding in South Africa.*
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399494](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.399494)

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/282458](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/282458)

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322)

Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1765/38922](http://hdl.handle.net/1765/38922)

Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/22525](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/22525)

Degree grantor: Tilburg University

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/275255](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/275255)
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788)

Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.392486](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.392486)

**Sudan**

Köndgen, O. 2013, *Codifying a jurist's law: Islamic criminal legislation and Supreme Court case law in the Sudan under Numairi and Bashir*. Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.394757](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.394757)

**Tanzania**

Chirangi, M. M. 2013, *Afya Jumuishi: towards interprofessional collaboration between traditional and modern medical practitioners in the Mara Region of Tanzania*. Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20753](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20753)

Kilama, B. 2013, *The diverging South: comparing the cashew sectors of Tanzania and Vietnam*. Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20600](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20600)

Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/2066/118919](http://hdl.handle.net/2066/118919)


Msonganzila, M. 2013, *Gender, cooperative organisation and participatory intervention in rural Tanzania: a case study of different types of cooperatives and Moshi University College's support to rural women*. Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://edepot.wur.nl/251704](http://edepot.wur.nl/251704)

Scholte, W. F. 2013, *Mental health in war-affected populations*. Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385782](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385782)
Uganda

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322

Degree grantor: Delft University of Technology
Open access: http://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:a43a0b3f-8d39-440b-827e-5f1059637622

Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: http://pub.maastrichtuniversity.nl/646ea2ce-64ed-4b3e-9045-b8e2ae8f2e83

Natukunda, B. 2013, Post-transfusion and maternal red blood cell alloimmunization in Uganda.
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20941

Rijsdijk, L. 2013, The world starts with me: promoting sexual and reproductive health and rights of adolescents in Uganda.
Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: http://pub.maastrichtuniversity.nl/a9bd1144-2f16-4146-891f-a538f5a1650c

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788

Todorov, R. I. 2013, Essays on banking and regulation.
Degree grantor: Tilburg University

Zambia

Dijk, J. H. van 2013, Rural Realities in Pediatric HIV Service Delivery.
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1765/50079

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.398404
Zimbabwe

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.393322)

Mabiza, C. C. 2013, *Integrated water resources management, institutions and livelihoods under stress: bottom-up perspectives from Zimbabwe.*
Degree grantor: Delft University of Technology
Open access: [http://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:fe00b4fa-c4ef-4e09-987f-b69a209db7c3](http://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:fe00b4fa-c4ef-4e09-987f-b69a209db7c3)

Mutsvairo, B. 2013, *Power and participatory politics in the digital age: probing the use of new media technologies in railroading political changes in Zimbabwe.*
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20974](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/20974)

Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788](http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.385788)